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The computational complexity of partitioning sparse matrices is developed 
graph-theoretically. The results are used to study tearing and modification, 
and to show that single-element tearing of symmetric systems is rarely ad- 
vantageous when the torn system is solved by elimination. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Sparse systems of linear equations are usually of such large order that the 
matrix is partitioned in order that smaller blocks of the matrix may be 
considered consecutively, rather than considering the whole matrix simultane- 
ously. Yet, a permutation of the matrix may provide a more desirable 
partitioned structure than was available in the original matrix. Thus, we are 
led to the partitioning problem: the ordering of a sparse linear system so that 
it has a block structure which can be exploited efficiently for the solution of 
the system (cf. [5, 6, 9, 19, 241). 
Tearing and modification solves a linear system synthetically by solving 
first a slightly different (“torn”) system and then modifying the “torn” 
solution to recapture the solution of the original system. This method 
appears in several contexts and is related to Kron’s method [2, 3,7, 19, 251. 
In Section 2, we relate the solution of linear systems by elimination to the 
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structure of elimination graphs, the graphs of the reduced matrices produced 
in the elimination process. The graph-theoretic notions associated with 
elimination on symmetric matrices developed by Rose [14] are extended to 
elimination on unsymmetric matrices. The number of multiplications and 
additions required to solve the system by elimination are expressed in terms 
of the out-degree and in-degree of the vertices in the elimination graphs. 
In Section 3, we consider the savings in storage and in arithmetic opera- 
tions that are possible by partitioning and then solving the partitioned matrix 
by partitioned LU decomposition. The savings in storage and in arithmetic 
operations depend on the relative sparseness of the blocks in the partitioning 
and on the connectivity of the graph of the matrix. These savings are obtained 
at the cost of identifying the strong components, the graphs of the irreducible 
blocks of the matrix. Hence, an algorithm for finding the strong components 
of a graph must be very efficient to be useful for sparse matrices. Using 
depth-first search, Tarjan [20] has provided such an algorithm. 
In Section 4, we compare the computational complexity of tearing and 
modification when the modified system is solved by elimination with that 
when the original system (untorn) is solved by ordinary elimination. We show 
that single-element tearing of symmetric systems, such as those arising in 
circuit theory, is rarely advantageous when the torn system is solved by 
(symmetric) elimination (or by the Cholesky decomposition), and we classify 
those systems for which tearing is advantageous. 
In Section 5, we consider other interpretations of tearing and modifica- 
tion. In particular, we show that the method of modification can be regarded 
as bordering, i.e., solving an augmented system. 
This paper interprets and extends results which were reported in a sympo- 
sium paper [16]. 
2. GRAPHS AND ELIMINATION 
In this section we summarize the combinatorial ideas needed in our subse- 
quent discussion. We begin by associating a directed graph (digraph) with 
a (sparse) square matrix and by interpreting the LU factorization (Gaussian 
elimination) of the matrix graph-theoretically. A technical discussion of the 
combinatorial elimination process and the role played by perfect elimination 
digraphs can be found in Haskins and Rose [IO], which is an extension and 
generalization of the results in Rose [14] for symmetric systems. 
Let M be an n x n (sparse) matrix such that PMPt has an LU factorization 
for every permutation matrix P. This implies that mii # 0 for every i. A 
dz’rected graph of M, G(M) = (X, &), with vertex set X and arc set JZZ is 
defined as follows. 
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A vertex xi E X is associated with row i of M, and (xi , xj) E SS? (an arc 
from x, to xi is in G) if and only if mij # 0 and i # j. Note that the vertices X 
are regarded as ordered; i.e., X = {xi}F=r . When X of G(M) is not regarded 
as ordered, G(M) represents the equivalence class PMPt. 
Let the matrix M be written as 
whereaisl x l,randcare(n- 1) x landBis(n- 1) x (n-- l).Theni 
the first step of the LU factorization of M can be written as 
(2-l) 
If G(M) is the directed graph of M, the elimination graph G, is obtained 
from G by deleting y together with its incident arcs and adding an arc (x, z) 
whenever there exists a (directed) x, z path of length 2 containing y. G, is the 
graph of the matrix obtained by “eliminating” the variable corresponding toy 
in Gaussian elimination; e.g., for Eq. (2.1), Gzl is the graph of B - d/a. 
The accidental creation of zeros during the elimination process is ignored 
(cf. Example 4 below). 
EXAMPLE 1. 
M= ($: + ~~+G(,: A 
M = (m21imll i $ p mi2 (-+~$I mls) * Gzl: W-0 
The path from @ to @ in G(M) is a directed path of length 2. Eliminating 
x, has induced an arc from @ to @ corresponding to the fill-in induced in 
the reduced matrix. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
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No arc was induced between @ and @ since there was no directed path of 
length 2 between them; no fill-in occurred in the reduced matrix. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
EXAMPLE 4. 
There was already an arc from @ to @ so no fill-in occurred. Note that the 
graph cannot take into account the possibility that a zero was created in the 
(2, 3) position, i.e., that mz3 - (m21/m11) ml3 = 0. 
We will call M a perfect elimination matrix if there exists a permutation 
matrix P such that A = PMPt and 
for 
aij # 0 and ski # 0 implies akj # 0 
1 <i<j<n and l<i<k<n. 
(2.2) 
This means that if there are arcs from i to j and from k to i in the graph 
of A, then there is also an arc from k to j. Thus, no fill-in occurs during 
elimination since there is already an arc from k to j. 
We then immediately have the following. 
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PROPOSITION 1. If M is a perfect elimination matrix and A = LU where 
L is unit lower triangular and U is upper triangular, then aij = 0 =+- /iii = 0 
and uii = 0, i.e., there is no fill-in during Gaussian elimination. 
A digraph G is strongly connected if there exists a path between every pair 
of distinct vertices. If G is not strongly connected, the strong components of Gt 
are maximal strongly connected subgraphs [8, Chap. 161. 
An n x n matrix M is reducible if there exists a permutation matrix P such 
that 
PMPt = (7 2%:) , 
where Mu , Mz, are of order r, n - r, respectively. If no such permutation 
matrix exists, then M is irreducible. 
A matrix M is irreducible if and only if its directed graph G(M) is strongly 
connected [22, p. 201. 
If M is reducible, then there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
PMPt is block upper triangular with irreducible diagonal blocks. The graphs 
of the diagonal blocks are the strong components of G(M). 
The following observation follows from the definition of an elimination 
graph. 
PROPOSITION 2. If G(M) is strongly connected, then so is every elimination 
graph G, , y E X. 
Thus when G(M) is strongly connected, elimination is required at each 
column step i.e., the pivot column is never null below the diagonal; each 
reduced matrix is also irreducible since we do not allow accidental creation 
of zeros. 
Let M be an n x n matrix with digraph G(M) and let Gi ,..., G,-i be the 
sequence of elimination graphs defined recursively by G,, = G(M) and 
Gi = (Gi& . Let ] 9’ 1 be the number of elements in the set 9’. Let 
and 
ri = !{y E Xi-l: (xi , y) E &I 9 Gi-1 = (Xi-1 , &i-J>/ 
be the out-degree and in-degree, respectively, of vertex xi in the elimination 
graph G,-l . 
Note that ri + 1, ci + 1 is the number of nonzero elements in the first 
row, column of the reduced matrix of order n - i + 1, i.e., the reduced 
matrix whose graph is G$-, . 
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Counting operations is now straightforward and we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let M and ri , ci , 1 < i < n - 1, be as above. Counting 
divisions as multiplications and operations a + 0 (a # 0, which occurs whenever 
there is$ll-in) as additions, the M = L U factorization requires Cyzt (ri + 1) ci 




requires n + CTLf (ri + ci) multiplications and CTl: (ri + Ci) additions. 
Proof. Consider 
whereAisk x k,k=n-i+ 1,aisl x l,Bis(k- 1) x (k- l),andc, 
r are (k - 1) x 1. Let ri , ci be the number of nonzero elements in r, c, 
respectively. Then, 
A = (cia Y) (“0 B -r:rt/a) ’ 
Forming the multipliers “era requires ci multiplications; forming (c/a) rt 
requires rici multiplications; and forming B - (c/a) rt requires rici additions 
(here we are counting an addition whenever fill-in occurs). Hence 
CFLt (ri + 1) ci multiplications and Cyzt rici additions are required for the 
LU factorization of M. 
The number of nonzero elements in L below the diagonal is Cyct ri; so 
solving Ly = k requires Cy=;’ ri multiplications and additions. The number 
of nonzero elements in U is n + CFIii ci; so backsolving Ux = y requires 
n + xyr,’ ci multiplications and Cyzi ci additions. Q.E.D. 
When M is symmetric, our assumptions insure that PMPt = LDLt for 
any permutation matrix P, where L and D are, respectively, unit lower 
triangular and diagonal matrices depending on P. In this case the operation 
counts are given in Rose [14]; the proof is essentially identical to the above 
after taking advantage of symmetry. We state the result in the following. 
COROLLARY. If M is symmetric, then ri = ci = di , and the factorization 
AM = LDLt requires 2::: di(di + 3)/2 multiplications and CTit di(di + I)/2 
additions, while the backsolving ofLDLtx = k requires n + 2 Cyli di multiplica- 
tions and 2 Cyz,’ di additions. 
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3. PARTITIONING 
We recall that partitioning may be regarded as block Gaussian elimination 
(see [l 1, Sect. 5.21). In the context of sparse matrices, partitioning and solving 
by the block LU decomposition may save storage; it may save both storage, 
and arithmetic depending on the connectivity of the graph G(M). 
Let M be an rz x n matrix partitioned as 
where A,, is m x m. Block elimination factors M as 
(3.1) 
where 
A = A,, - C,A,;R, . 
One may then proceed recursively partitioning and factoring the lower 
order matrix A to obtain a block LU factorization of M. However, in sparse 
matrix applications it is rarely the case that AL’ of (3.1) is available. Further- 
more, it is not desirable to compute A;: since this is usually more costly than 
computing the LU factorization of A,, , and A&& generally full while A,, is 
generally sparse. If, instead, A,, is factored, A,, = L,U, , we are led to an 
alternate factorization 
(3.2) 
which we recognize as the partial LU factorization of M after the first m 
variables have been eliminated. 
Hence if the matrices CIUyl, L;lR, , and A are computed “point by 
point,” we have simply done the first m steps of Gaussian elimination. If 
the computation is done as indicated by Eq. (3.2), then what is the advantage 
of “block” elimination ? We show now that by reorganizing the calculation we 
can save storage, but that the number of arithmetic operations may decrease 
or increase. 
The factorization shown in Eq. (3.2) d enotes the first m steps of “point” 
Gaussian elimination. Suppose that the calculation of the matrices C,U;’ 
and L;lR, has been executed step by step and they have been stored separately 
as auxiliary temporary storage. After these first m steps, we store only L, , 
U, and A. We then proceed to decompose A as before using the same auxiliary 
storage for all subsequent matrices Ci U;’ and LtlRi . At the conclusion of the 
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calculation, we have in storage only the matrices Li , lJi , Ci and R, . We have 
saved storage because Ci and Ri are sparser than C,U;r and L;‘Ri . 
EXAMPLE 5. For simplicity let L, , U, , C, , R, be K x R. Take 
Ll = (: “I) 9 Ul = (:, “I’), C, = (f “I), R, = (:, I;) > 
where t, u, c, Y are full vectors. Then, 
wx’ = (f “I) (:, -y) = (f ]I”,t,l) ’ 
and C,U;’ can be full. Similarly, 
L34 = (‘G f) (:, y;, = (‘, 1 It&t) 
can be full. 
Now consider the calculation required to solve MX = K; for convenience, 
consider the case of only two blocks. We backsolve 
( 4 “1 c? Lp) (:I = ii:, c,lJ,-’ L, 
by solving 
(4 LlYl = kl P 
(b) Wl = Yl , 
(4 h2 = k2 - w, 9 
(4 L zyz= 23 6 
(e) &x2 =y2, 
(0 L,2, = R,x, , 
(a) u,x, = y1 - f, . 
(3.3) 
Note that the number of arithmetic operations necessary to compute (3.3) 
depends in part on the relative sparseness of L, , L;‘, Ui , U;‘. That is, even 
though CiU;’ and L;‘R, have been previously computed but not stored (and 
hence lost), it is possible that (3.3) can require fewer arithmetic operations 
than ordinary backsolving. 
Let us see why. Let 1 A 1 denote the number of nonzero elements in the 
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For ordinary backsolving, we first solve 
( c&l ;) c;:, = G:, ’ i*e., 
then we backsolve 




(Y) I u2 I 9 
(8) I-wlI+l UJY 
multiplications. 
Thus the number of multiplications required to compute (3.3) is less than 
the number for ordinary backsolving if and only if 
i.e., the number of nonzero elements in the upper triangular part of U, and 
in the strictly lower triangular part of L, is less than the total fill-in caused 
by UT’ in C,U;’ and by L;l in L;lRl . 
For an example of substantial savings made possible by block back-solution, 
see Bank and Rose [ 11. 
When the digraph G(M) of the n x n matrix M is not strongly connected, 
the situation is quite different. In this case, PMpt can always be partitioned as 
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where A,, is m x m and P is a permutation matrix. Note that the L U factori- 
zation of M IS 
&here A r1 = L,U, and A,, = 2 2 L U . It is unnecessary, however, to compute 
E;‘R, , since in order to solve Mx = K, we need only factor A,, and A,, . 
The solution to 
is then found by backsolving 
(4 L 2Y2- 2, -k 
(b) u2x2 = Y2 9 
(4 L,Y, = k, - &x2 , 
(4 UlXl = Yl - 
(3.4) 
Hence, L;lR, is never needed and since L;lR, is less sparse than R, , 
factoring just the irreducible blocks Aii saves both storage and arithmetic. 
Note that the success of any partitioning depends on identifying a con- 
venient block structure. For example, when M is reducible we save operations 
and storage only if we can identify the strong components of G(M) and order 
them appropriately (see [12,23,24]). Tarjan [20] has used depth-first search 
to obtain a fast algorithm which can identify the strong components of a 
graph in time linear in the number of edges e and vertices TX k,v + k,e + k, 
data accesses. Here k, < 15, k, < 5, k, < 1 (Tarjan [21]). 
For a full n x 71 matrix M, ~1 = 71 and e = n(n - l), so at most 
579 + 10n + 1 data accesses are required; hence the algorithm is quadratic 
in the algebraic sense. However, if the number of nonzero elements of M off 
the diagonal is mn + k, where m is much less than a and k < n. Then the algo- 
rithm is indeed linear in the algebraic sense, at most (5m + 15) n + 5k + 1 
data accesses. In a sense then, it is useful to regard partitioning in the context 
of optimum ordering; that is, finding an ordering of the digraph G(M) or set 
of subgraphs such that some desired measure of complexity is minimized. 
4. TEARING AND MODIFICATION 
Let 3 be an n x n matrix and consider the system 
Bx = k. (4.1) 
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We attempt to solve (4.1) by considering the “torn” matrix 
B=a-- V,EWt, (4.2) 
where Z is an Y x Y diagonal matrix with nonzero diagonal elements and V, 
Ware n x I, and by using the method of modification which is based on the 
identity 
(B + VZWt)-l = B-l - B-lV(Z-l + WtB-IV)-1 WtB-1, (4.3) 
also known as the Woodbury formula or the Sherman-Morrison formula. 
B is called a rank-r modification of s when V, Ware of rank Y. We assume 
B and B are nonsingular. 
To solve (4.1) we factor 
B=LU, backsolve 
LlJx, = k, 
and 
LUX, = v, solve 
(Z-1 + wtx,) y = wtx, ) 
then 
x =x1 - x,y. (4.4) 
For symmetric 8, we consider symmetric B with B = LDLt and take 




(B + VZVt)-l = B-1 - B-lV(,Z-1 + V”B-IV)-1 VtB-1 
B = LDLt, backsolve 
LDLtx, = k, 
LDL”X, = V, solve 
(Z-1 + VX,) y = vtx, , 
x = x1 - x,y. 
(4.3’) 
(4.4’) 
When Y = 1, then v = V, w z W are n-vectors, CT E Z is a nonzero 
scalar, x2 = X, is an n-vector, and OL = y is a scalar. Then (4.2), (4.3) and 
(4.4) take the form 
B G B - avwt, 
(B + m&)-l zzz B-1 - (& + wtB-lo)-1 B-lwwtB-1, 
(4.5) 
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and 
B =LU, 
LUx, = k, 
LUX, = v, 
CY = (u-1 + vtx,.-1 wtx1 ) 
x = x1 - cxxz . 
(4.6) 
When B is symmetric, B = LDLt, v = w, and (4.3’) and (4.4’) become 
^ 
B zs B - avd, 
(B + amt)-l = B-1 - (o-1 + VtB-Iv)-1 B-Q&B-l, 
(4.5’) 
and 
B = LDLt, 
LDLtx, = k, 
LDLtx, = v, 
a = (u-1 + vtxp vtxl , 
(4.6’) 
x = x1 - cYx2 .
Later we restrict our attention to single-element tearing, that is, we let 
u =: Jij , v = ei , w = ei , (where ei is the ith column of the identity matrix). 
Thus, B - B = &eiejt and (Y = xlJ(xsi + l/u). 
When B is symmetric, we must take w = v in order to preserve symmetry. 
Since (5,, = & , it is impossible to zero out the (i, j) and the ( j, i) element of f3 
simultaneously by a rank-l modification without changing the (i, i) and (j,j) 
element of 8. Let us see why. If (vr& = vivi # 0, then vi # 0 and vi # 0, 
so (vv”)~< # 0 and (wu$~ # 0. Equivalently, if v is of rank 1, then so is vvt, but 
i j 




(zero otherwise) is of rank 2 for i # j, while 
i 
j 
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(zero otherwise) is of rank 1. Thus, we could take u = gij = & and 
v = ei + ej . Then, 
B--B= avd = &(ei + ej) (eit + ej”) = &(eie: + eiet + ejeit + ejejt), 
so bij = bji = 0, while bii = Jii - gij = 6,, - 0 and bjj = gjj - u (see also 
Householder [ll, p. 1241). 
The above comments correspond to the physical situation in (resistive) 
electrical network problems where a change in an offdiagonal element (cor- 
responding to a resistor, say) necessitates a change in two diagonal entries 
gii and Jjj . 
However, in network problems, & = sji < 0, and it is standard to take 
u = -& = -6,, SO that u > 0 for & # 0. Then one must take v = ei - e5 
(or v = ej - e,). Thus, B - B = uvd = -Jij(eieit - eiejt - ejeit + ejejt), 
so b,, = bj, = 0, while bii = iii + &ii = Jii - u and b, = 6, - u. Here 
(e: - e{) x1 xii - xlj _ 
01 = (u-l + vtw v% - liu + (edt _ ejt) x2 = 
1/u+ ’ x2i - x25 
which requires only two multiplications and three additions to compute. 
Let us now restrict our attention to single element tearing. First, let us take 
B and B symmetric and consider the following. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let T, be an 71 x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix and 
p,, = T,, + u(e, - e,) (e, - e$. Using the operation counts for symmetric 
elimination given in Section 2, we find that 10n - 14 multiplications and 
7n - 11 additions (or 5n - 6 additions if one does not perform an addition 
a + 0 when fill-in occurs) are required to solve pnx = k directly. However, 
solving pnx = K by (4.6’) requires 9n - 4 multiplications and 6n - 2 
additions. (If one takes advantage of the fact that v = e, - e, is sparse 
when solving LDLtx, = v in (4.6’) then 9n - 5 multiplications and 5n 
additions are required.) We now show that the matrix pm is essentially the 
only case when tearing is advantageous. 
In the following, the graphs G(B) and G(B) will be the undirected graphs 
of the symmetric matrices fi and B, and Eqs. (4.1)-(4.6) will be taken in their 
symmetric form. In comparing operations for solving (4.1) by elimination and 
by modification (4.6’), there is no loss in assuming that B is a perfect elimina- 
tion ordering. See Rose [14] for details of these graph-theoretic notions (the 
term “monotone transitive ordering” in [14] has been changed to “perfect 
elimination ordering” here). Such an assumption is possible because once any 
ordering (e.g., optimum ordering) for B is chosen, the operation counts are 
the same as those for some B that is a perfect elimination matrix (with the 
chosen ordering). 
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We will need the following combinatorial lemma which extends a theorem 
of A. J. Hoffman (see Rose [14]). 
LEMMA 1. Let G(B) be a perfect elimination ordered graph with degree 
sequence di , 1 < i < n - 1. Then there exists an ordering for G(B) and a 
corresponding degree sequence C& , 1 < i < n - 1 (for G(B)), such that 
di < di < di + 1. 
Proof. G(B) = (X, .@ h as a single edge e = xy which is not an edge of 
G(B) = (X, E). G(B) may be triangulated by adding edges yw for all w E X, 
let T(B) = (X, i? u P) be this triangulated graph. From the results in Rose 
[14], there exists a perfect elimination ordering for G(B) such that x, = y  
(i.e., y  is ordered last) with degree sequence equivalent to that of di , 
1 sq ’ i < n - 1 above. It is easy to see that the same ordering is perfect 
elimination for T. By construction, the degree sequence, diT, 1 < i < n - 1, 
for T satisfies di < diT < di + 1; hence also the degree sequence Ai. Q.E.D. 
The lemma allows us to consider the matrices B and B (reordered) as 
satisfying 
B - B = &(ei - e,) (ei - e,#, (4.7) 
that is, the torn elements are in the last row and column. In fact, we can 
assume the following. 
LEMMA 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the torn element 
is in the (1, n) position, i.e., 
B - B = &,(e, - e,) (e, - e$. (4.8) 
Proof. I f  1 < i < n in (4.7), then we can partition B (and B) to have the 
factored form 
B = (RL:D-l ;) (0” j) (tt D-1;-1R”)9 (4.9) 
where 
B,, = LDLt is (i - 1) x (i - l), 
and 
A- = 8,, - RB-‘Rt 11 * 
We need only solve dw = b for appropriate w and b to complete the solu- 
tion to Ax = k. Solving Bx = k by tearing and modification directly would 
require more operations than by partitioning, as in (4.9), and solving only 
d^ w = b by tearing and modification. Q.E.D. 
4w14~/2-I8 
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THOERBM 1. Let B and B be us in (4.9) und G(A), G(B) and di for 
1 < i < n - 1 be as above. Let m(LDLt) be the number of multiplicQtions 
necessary to solve the system fix = k by symmetric elimination (see Section 2) 
and m(tear) be the number of multiplications necessary for solution by tearing 
and modijication (4.6’), not taking advantage of spat&y in v = e, - e, when 
solving Bx = v. Then, 
n-1 
m(tear) < m(LDLt) + 1 di < 2n - 11. 
i=l 
COROLLARY 1. If m(tear) < m(LDLt), then the number of nonzero elements 
of B above the diagonal must be less than 2n - 11. 
Note that di > 1 for 1 < i < n - 2 and dneI = 1, since B is connected. 
COROLLARY 2. If m(tear) < m(LDLt), then 
n-1 
m(LDLt)-m(tear)<2n-11 - C di<n-lO<n. 
i=l 
COROLLARY 3. If di > 2 for at least n - 10 vertices, then 
m(tear) > m(LDLt). 
Hence, if the graph G(B) is 2-connected (which implies that each vertex is 
connected to at least two other vertices), tearing and modification never 
reduces operations; furthermore, the best possible reduction is fewer than n 
multiplications. The situation for additions is similar. 
Let us now see how bad tearing could be. Since b,, = 0, take dI = n - 2, 
d,=n--i--l, 2<i<n---2, dneI=l. Then we have the following. 
COROLLARY 4. m(tear) - m(LDLt) > &t2 - $n + 13 is possible. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that we have reordered fi and B so that 
di < & < di + 1 for 1 < i < n - 2, dnml = 1 = &_I . Hence, 
n-2 n-2 
nt(LDLY G C (4 + 1) (4 + 4)/2 + 4 + 2 C (di + 1) + n 
i=l i-l 
n-2 
= c (dt2 + 94)/2 + 5n - 4. 
i-l 
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From (4.6’) we count 
n-2 n-2 
m(tear) = c di(di + 3)/2 + 4 1 dt + 3n + 8 
i=l i=l 
n-2 
= tz Vi2 + 114)/2 + 372 + 8. 
Thus, if m(tear) < +.DLt), then Cyira C& < 2n - 12, SO Cl”_;’ di < 2n - 11. 
Q.E.D. 
5. OTHER INTERPRETATIONS 
Recall that Theorem 2 is based upon the assumption that both B and B 
are factored in an LDLt factorization; that is the equations Bx = k and the 
Eqs. (4.6) are solved by “point” (symmetric) Gaussian elimination. If the 
torn systems Bx, = k and Bx, = w can be solved more efficiently because of 
additional structure in the torn matrix which can be exploited, then modi- 
fication might be more attractive. (This is an essential part of Kron’s method.) 
EXAMPLE 7. Rose [15] gives an algorithm for solving Bx = k, where B 
is tridiagonal and arises from the discretization by central differences of 
-(d/dx) (p(x) (du/dx)) = k(x) (with appropriate boundary conditions). This 
algorithm is almost twice as fast as the usual elimination methods for such 
systems, and Theorem 1 does not apply here. 
Similar cases may arise in circuit theory where one can solve a system by 
either the “circuit” method or “node” method. 
Furthermore, Theorem 1 assumes that Bx, = v is solved without taking 
advantage of sparsity in et = e, - e, , e.g. when the same subroutine used for 
solving Bx, = k is used for solving Bx, = o. 
When the sparsity of et = e, - e, is used in solving Bx, = o, let m(tear)’ 
be the number of multiplications required to solve (4.6’), and Theorem 1 
becomes the following. 
THEoREM 2. Let k = min{j: bi, Z 0, j > 1); so 2 < k < n - 1. Tken, 
la-1 
m(tear)’ < m(LDLt) = c di < 2n - 13 + k. 
i=k 
COROLLARY 5. m(LDLt) - m(tear)’ < n - 13 + 2k < 3(n - 5). 
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EXAMPLE 8. m(LDU) - m(tear)’ = 371 - 15 for bii # 0, 1 < i < n, 
be-1,1 # 0, bjl = 0 for 2 < j < n - 2, b,, = 0, b,,,-r # 0, b,, = 0, 
2 < j < n - 2, arbitrarily sparse otherwise. 
COROLLARY 6. m(tear)’ - m(LDLt) > in2 - $n + 15 is possible. 
EXAMPLE 9. This is an equality for bj, = 0, 3 <j < n, bnj = 0, 
2 < j < n - 2, nonzero otherwise. 
For proofs of the above and for a more detailed discussion of symmetric 
single-element tearing, including counts of the number of additions required, 
see Bunch and Rose [4]. 
The method of modification may be related to partitioning (or bordering) 
as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let x be the solution to the system (4.1). Then x can be aug- 
mented to satisfy the system 
where y, 0 are r x 1. 
Proof. We may rewrite (5.1) as 
( gt -1-l) (;) = 6 -F) (” +F” -l-l) 
which is equivalent to 
B + ( VZWt Wt 4-3 (3 = (3 
or 
(B + VZWt) x = k, wtx - z-‘y = 0. 
Furthermore, (4.3) can be derived as a corollary of Theorem 





3 as follows. 
X 0 ( = Y J1)” (i) = (“” -jyggyB-’ ““2-l) (3 , 
where 2 = 2-l + WtB-lV, implies 
x = (B-1 - B-l VZ-l WtB-1) k, for all k. 
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Hence, 
(B + vzwy = B-1 - B-lI/'(,pl + WqpljT)-1 jJ7t~-l* 
Note that Theorem 3 follows from (4.2) and is independent of the inter- 
pretation used, e.g. (4.4). Note also that the LU factorization of (5.1) leads to 
( 
B V L 0 u L-IV 
Wt e-z-1 = Wt U-1 1 ( I )( 0 1 -z-l _ WtB-1V ’ 
and that the operations in the block back solution of 
L 0 u 
wtu-l I H 0 -z-lL-‘;tB-lv) (;) = (;) (5.2) 
can be identified with the operations in solving (4.4) above. Hence, modifica- 
tion may be regarded as solving the system (5.1) by block Gaussian elimina- 
tion rather than “backwards” Gaussian elimination as indicated in the proof 
of Theorem 3, and in the context of optimum ordering, Theorem 3 indicates 
that tearing may be of no advantage if there exists an optimum ordering 
which orders (in the block sense) the variable y first in the system (5.1), 
cf. Theorems 1 and 2. 
Note that Theorems 1 and 2 result from interpreting Eq. (4.3) as (4.4) 
and (4.6’). An interpretation of (4.3) different from (4.4) could lead to different 
results in Theorems 1 and 2. However, note that Theorem 3 is independent, 
of the interpretations of (4.3); and alternate factorizations, as in George [6] 
can be considered (for example, interpreting (4.3) as (4.4) is closely related 
to George’s factorizations F, and B, in [6]). Hence, Theorem 3 would justify 
defining tearing and modification in the future as (5.1) rather than as (4.3) 
or as any of the various interpretations of (4.3). 
We conjecture that a result similar to Theorems 1 and 2 hold for unsym- 
metric B and 2. In the unsymmetric case, however, it may be possible to tear 
in such a manner that G(B) has more strongly connected components than 
G(B). We may then save operations as shown in Section 3, since B could be 
made block upper triangular with more blocks than A. The work of Steward 
[lg, 191 may be interpreted in this light. Of course, any such tearing requires 
finding the strong components of G(B) in advance (see Tarjan [20]). 
Some of these remarks are illustrated in the following. 
EXAMPLE 10. Let i@ be the 2n x 2n matrix 
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where TI and T, are n x n tridiagonal, F is n x n and full, and Z is n x n 
with all elements zero except one: Z,, = u # 0. Let M be the torn matrix 
M = ii% - aesneIt; then M is block upper triangular. To solve Ii& = K by 
ordinary Gaussian elimination requires 3n2 + 15n - 15 multiplications and 
3n2 + 9n - 14 additions (or 3n2 + 7n - 11 additions, if an addition is not 
counted when fill-in occurs). Solving A?& = K by tearing and modification, 
taking advantage of the block upper triangular structure of M, requires 
2n2 + 18n - 10 multiplications (or 2n2 + 1772 - 11 multiplications, if the 
sparsity of v = e2n is used in solving LUx, = v). 
The extra savings here have occurred because the torn M is now reducible, 
while & was irreducible. 
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